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UPDATE INTERNATIONAL DATABASE TO TRANSPORT ANIMAL FEED (IDTF)

Update International Database Transport for Feed (IDTF): Changes for Qualimat and QS,
reduction of the list of differences
The International Committee for Road Transport (GMP+ International, OVOCOM, QS, Qualimat, GTP,
AIC and Gafta) has reduced the list of differences.
The list contains all products for which different cleaning regimes are valid for the participants of the
ICRT-members. The reduction is the result of changed cleaning regimes for the standards Qualimat
and QS. Please find below a list of the products for which the cleaning regimes were changed and the
common cleaning regimes for these products.
The list of differences which can be found under www.icrt-idtf.com has been updated due to these
changes.
Changes for Qualimat
IDTF N°

Product name

20060
20061
30344
30347
30351

Aquatic invertebrates, alive
Fish, alive
Pollen
Collagen, if not dry
Eggs, from a (EC) 1069/2009 registered
company
Albumen, if from a (EC) 1069/2009 or
(EC) 853/2004 registered company, if
not dry
Fish solubles, from a (EC) 1069/2009
registered company, if not dry
Fish protein, hydrolysed, if not dry

30352
30353
30354

Previous cleaning
regime
Forbidden
Forbidden
B
D
D

New common
cleaning regime
D
D
C
C
C

D

C

D

C

D

C

30355

Krill protein concentrate, hydrolysed,
from a (EC) 1069/2009 registered
company, if not dry

D

C

30358

Moist/wet products from the bakery and
pasta industry, without meat/fish

D

C

30359

Moist/wet products from the pastry
industry, without meat/fish

D

C

30360

Products from the confectionery industry
without gelatine of ruminants

C

B

30361

Moist/wetProducts and by-products from
the savoury snacks industry without
meat/fish

D

C

30385

Gelatine of non-ruminants, if not dry

D

C

Changes for QS
IDTF
number
10099

Product name

30072

Calcium hydroxide

30125
30343

Previous cleaning regime

New common cleaning
regime

D

forbidden

B

A

D

C

forbidden

C

Terrestrial invertebrates,
alive

Bee wax (white and
yellow), intended for
technical purposes
Animal fats of category
3, fully or partially
derived from ruminants

The above changes to the IDTF may be applied immediately and are binding 3 months after the
publication date.
The ICRT will constantly work on the list of differences as it is the aim to keep the list as short as
possible.
This allows companies to work with comparable requirements for the cleaning of load compartments
within the different schemes.

Update International Database Transport for Feed Sector (IDTF) : modification of the
IDTF N° 30390
The IDTF No. 30390 mentioned the Keramine ; it has been modified to describe the solutions of
amino acids in general.
The cleaning regime Qualimat and QS has changed, from D to B. The new common cleaning regime is
now fixed at B.
IDTF
number
30390

Product name
Former name :
Keramine

Previous cleaning regime
(QS and Qualimat)
D

New common cleaning
regime
B

New name :
Solution of free amino
acids, from complete
hydrolysis of poultry
feathers

The above changes to the IDTF are applicable immediately and are binding.

Use only permitted with reference to source (OVOCOM).

